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Retail Stores’
Non-existent
Holiday
DIANA LI
News Editor
With the annual Black Friday
sales approaching, it is no surprise
that more stores intend to retain employees for longer hours in order to
keep up with the busy holiday sales.
Midnight openings have become increasingly common, but this year,
the retail store Kmart plans to open
its doors on Thanksgiving and to stay
open for 41 consecutive hours, a controversial decision that comes at the
expense of their workers.
Other stores, including Best Buy,
Macy’s, Walmart, Kohl’s and Toys
“R” Us, will also open on Thanksgiving, but Kmart’s opening time is
among the earliest.
The reason for this year’s early
sales is simple. In order to attract the
most customers, stores strategically
extend their sales dates. However,
after Kmart announced that it would
stay open from 6 a.m. on Thanksgiving Day to 11 p.m. on Black Friday,
critics challenged the company’s aggressive schedule.
“There’s an extent to which stores
can do this to get profit,” sophomore
Kesia Eng said. “Employees do most
of the labor work, so they deserve to
stay home and be with their families.”
However, others point fingers at
consumers for being hypocritical by
shopping during the late hours that
prevent employees from being home
for the holidays. Still others argue
that employees who are unsatisfied
with their work hours are not obligated to take the job.
Kmart officials extended the hours
for flexibility and the convenience of
customers.
“Kmart has been a destination for
early-bird shopping and last-minute
entertaining needs on Thanksgiving
Day for 22 years,” Kmart spokeswoman Shanelle Armstrong wrote in
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Select Schools in 19 States Send
‘Fat Letters’ Home to Students

JANET GUAN
ANGELA YANG
Staff Writers

ents, as well as eating disorder
specialists, who are concerned
about the toll that letters take on
children’s self-esteem.
To what extent can schools in“I just think it’s responsible of
terfere in children’s health? In re- parents to send them out looking
cent years, the U.S. seems to have for free candy just because all the
been going through a health epi- other kids are doing it,” a woman
demic resulting in higher obesity identified as Cheryl said, accordrates affecting not only adults, but ing to CBS.
children and adolescents as well.
Criticism arose about the ethAccording to the Centers for ics of BMI testing in schools, as
Disease Control, in 2010, 12.1 many felt that singling out overpercent of
children
ages
two
through
five, 18 percent of children ages
six through
11 and 18.4
percent
of adolescents ages
12 through
19
were
considered obese.
Overall in
the
U.S.,
obesity
rates have
levelled off,
but still remain quite
high. However, another reminder of the na- weight children was problemtion’s recent health epidemic may atic. Massachusetts schools also
soon be sent by schools them- dabbled in the practice of sending
selves.
fat letters home but soon stopped
Select schools from 19 states, after self-esteem and bullying issuch as Arkansas and Florida, are sues were reported
beginning to perform body mass
“I would like to see BMI testing
index (BMI) screenings on stu- in schools banned. For those who
dents and are sending the results are already insecure about their
home to warn parents of their weight, these tests can […] potenchildren’s risk of potential obesity tially trigger an eating disorder,”
and health issues. These warnings, Claire Mysko of the National Eatnicknamed “fat letters,” have re- ing Disorders Association said,
ceived much backlash from par- according to ABC News.

Select California schools have
also begun sending “fat letters”
home to students and parents.
Districts like Riverside County
follow state guidelines and send
test results of the child’s BMI to
their parents.
Despite the criticism from multiple parents and specialists, some
nutritional experts believe that the
letters may help combat childhood obesity more efficiently.
“It shouldn’t be a stigma, it’s
not a way
to categorize someone.
It’s
just showing that this
child has
increased
risk to be
obese
as
an
adult,
which then
could lead
to quite a
few chronic
diseases,”
nutritionist Lauren
Schmitt
said,
according to
CBS.
Others
acknowledged that the letters have both
benefits and detriments.
“I think it’s good because it
regards someone’s health, but it
might also be offensive because it
brings down self-esteem,” sophomore Toni Shyy said.
Ultimately, sending fat letters
home as a method of informing
parents of their child’s health continues to be adopted by schools
despite the backlash.
MOOR graphic by SIMON ZHAO
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Hot Sauce
Company
Under Heat
JOSEPH ALAN NEY-JUN
Staff Writer
Processing the ingredients to make
the Sriracha sauce releases strong
fumes into the air that cause irritation in the nose, and at its strongest,
the skin and eyes. While the Huy
Fong Foods factory in Irwindale, CA
does have a filtration system already
in place, the locals do not believe it
is strong enough.
The southern Californian factory
for the famous rooster sauce almost
crowed its last peppered breath
when the residents of Irwindale petitioned a local judge to shut down
the factory until a better air filtration
system was put into place.
“The smell is [really] strong, and
it kind of burns our eyes and burns
our lungs,” Irwindale resident Lawrence Castro said, according to ABC
News.
The bulk of their year’s supply
is made during the time between
September and December. In 2010
the company produced 20 million
bottles. It is a crucial time for Huy
Fong Foods, as the hot sauce is one
of their most popular items, earning
$60 million a year.
“Without Sriracha, it would be
difficult for me to eat many foods.
Sriracha makes the food I put it on
taste better,” sophomore Jack Xie
Chen said.
Durrng this time of rapid production, the city of Irwindale has come
under the exhaust of the beginning
of 45 million kilograms of peppers.
The petition was turned down by
Los Angeles Superior Court Judge
Robert O’Brien, who stated that it
was “a very radical order on 24-hour
notice.”
Huy Fong Foods is denying that
there is an odor problem, but there
is a growing movement among the
people of Irwindale to stand against
the factory until the odor problem is
resolved.
MOOR graphic by GEN THIPATIMA

Farewell to AHS’ Assistant Principal of Guidance

CINDY LUO
Staff Writer

After seven years of administrating at AHS, Assistant Principal
Jeremy Infranca stepped into his
new position at the district office
as the Coordinator of Child Welfare and Attendance on Nov. 15.
Infranca has worked in education since 1997. Growing up in the
city of La Crescenta, he attended
Crescenta Valley High School
and, later, the University of La
Verne. Infranca became a teacher
because he was inspired and motivated by several excellent teachers, who he regarded as role models. He taught English at Walnut
High school until 2005.
In 2006, Infranca joined AUSD

“[Seeing] the excitement, relief
and started at AHS as an Assistant office in 2008 as the district’s EnPrincipal of Student Services.
ergy Manager, but he decided he and pure joy on the faces of stu“Frankly, I see myself as a very “wanted to come back to Moor dents and parents was always the
small piece of a very big puzzle Country.”
highlight for me. Plus I loved readthat is Alhambra High,” Infranca
“Mr. Infranca is one of the few ing the names of graduates in front
said.
people I met in the school that lis- of 7,000 of my closest friends at
Throughout his duration of tens to the same music that I do,“ East LA College,” Infranca said.
work, Infranca has worked in junior David Hernandez said. ”It
According to Infranca, being a
three difteacher
ferent
or adI’ve learned so much from our students. They have
offices
minisshown me motivation, resiliency and the courage
at AHS,
trator at
to go out into the world and stake their own claims.
including
a large
Student
school
-Jeremy Infranca
Services,
always
Business and Activities and re- pains me to say goodbye to a fel- has challenges. All of the obcently Guidance. As the Assistant low person who enjoys Slayer.”
stacles that he has encountered
Principal of Guidance, his primary
Among all the positive memo- have helped him to develop and
role is to support and encourage ries during his time at AHS, In- improve teaching and communistudents and parents. He spent a franca’s favorite memories are of cating skills, which leads him to
short period of time at the district graduation.
where he is today.

“

”

“I believe I’m much more understanding, patient and ready to
handle any professional challenge
that comes my way as a result of
my time here,” Infranca said. “I’ve
learned so much from our students.
They have shown me motivation,
resiliency, tolerance and the courage to go out into the world and
stake their own claims.”
Infranca wants all Moors to keep
striving for success and honor. He
would like to show his gratitude to
all the students.
“Because of you, I’ve grown as
a person and I’m eternally grateful,” Infranca said. “I have always
been treated with kindness and
respect by all students and staff at
AHS. In my heart I will always be
a Moor!”

